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Cadbury Air Giveaway in Plane View

The plane might not be edible, but the trip sounds delicious:
Cadbury is offering people the chance to get away on a
private purple jet.
The chocolatier is giving away five trips inspired by its bestselling bars: Twirl (Monaco), Double Decker (Marrakech),
Wispa (Barcelona), Crunchie (Berlin) and Dairy Milk
Marvellous Creations (Rome).
The first passengers on board Cadbury Air set off on June 12
to Berlin.
The competition was promoted nationally by PHD and
PML across a range of 6 Sheets – Adshel, Adbox and
PurchasePoints, along with 48 Sheet billboards and Dublin
Bus T-Sides. Not content with all that the arrivals lounge in
Dublin Airport’s T1 was specially branded in order to greet
returning travellers and tourists alike.
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Three unveils “Ireland’s most ambitious rewards programme ever”
Mobile network Three has unveiled what it is
describing as the “most ambitious rewards
programme ever” in Ireland, delivered via a
new app and on its website.
Called 3Plus, the new loyalty scheme gives
Three customers access to Irish rugby and
football tickets, music tickets at 3Arena,
festival experiences at Electric Picnic,
Longitude and New Year’s Festival, restaurant
offers, travel discounts and various other
offers.
The offers range from 30pc off in any Milano
Restaurant, 10pc off at Littlewoods to €5 meal
deals with McDonalds.
To mark the launch, Three is running a
competition giving those who download
the app the chance to see U2 in New York’s
Madison Square Garden in July, including
flights and accommodation.
A heavyweight ooh campaign created by Boys
and Girls and planned by MediaVest and PML
included a range of billboard formats – 48
Sheets, 96 Sheets, Metropoles and Golden
Squares plus 6 Sheets placed roadside and in
cinemas targeting a leisure audience.
Elaine Carey, chief commercial officer at
Three, said: “By literally putting the best offers
and access in the palms of customers hands,
3Plus is our way of saying thank you to our
customers.”

The Irish
Examiner's
GAA Wall of
Fame
In a media first, home-grown
heroes line a wall in Kent Station,
Cork promoting the Irish Examiner's
sporting coverage. It features its
GAA writers, All-Ireland winning
captains Dara Ó Cinnéide (Kerry
– football), Anthony Daly (Clare –
hurling) and Donal O' Grady who
managed his native Cork to hurling
glory. The campaign which runs
for the summer was planned by
Universal McCann and PML with
creative by Chemistry.
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The Inside View

Rhoda McDonagh, Marketing Manager, EBS Mortgages
talks us through their current campaign.

EBS Mortgages is back with an extensive outdoor campaign to
promote the flexibility of its mortgage appointments for customers.
Summertime is a period when we’re out more and in less – and our
media choices reflect this. The EBS Mortgages campaign, planned
by Starcom and the creative by Irish International is designed to
emphasise the fact that EBS will arrange mortgage appointments
at any time that suits its potential customers, rather than the usual
‘nine to five’ hours.
Our new material focuses on the driving instructor from our TV ad,
which we know from research customers really enjoyed. We have
taken ‘Barry’ the driving instructor, the least customer friendly
driving instructor of all time, he is a guy who couldn’t care less
about his customers’ schedules. As long as he’s doing his thing
he’s happy. Whether he’s posing, pampering or beautifying himself,
Barry’s time is his own time.
He certainly makes a very striking contrast with EBS Mortgage
advisors, who will meet you anytime, early morning, late evenings
or even weekends.
We feel we have created work in a humorous style which customers
will enjoy and should create plenty of talk-ability about our brand
and resonate with our target audience.
As part of this campaign we have also created an EBS ‘ANYTIME’
BAR. This is to celebrate EBS’ willingness to meet anytime for a
mortgage meeting. This is not a cereal bar, a power bar nor a
snack bar. It is an Anytime bar that can be eaten anytime – early
morning, weekends or evening time, anytime!
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“Stupidly Simple” Campaign from Vita Coco
You know the story by now: two guys walk into a
bar in New York City, meet two Brazilian women,
talk about “agua de coco.” Fast forward a year,
and Vita Coco coconut water is born. It was simple.
Stupidly so. The year was 2004 - distribution has
since expanded to 30 countries around the world.
Vita Coco offers one of the most stupidly simple
drinks on the planet. It’s water, from a coconut, in
a carton. That’s it.
The Stupidly Simple campaign will run in 11 cities
across Europe this month. It is designed to point
out the “obvious simplicity” of natural coconut
water and urges consumers to rethink anything
that’s unnecessarily overcomplicated. The
Dublin element appropriately planned by Clear
Blue Water with PML encompasses Metropoles,
Wrapped Bus Rears, T-Sides and retail 6 Sheets.
“We are all being bombarded by so many
confusing messages about food and drink,” said
Giles Brook, CEO of Vita Coco EMEA.
“We want to keep things simple, remind everyone
what Vita Coco is all about - natural hydration, no
messing around - just like sticking a straw into
a green coconut. That is what our consumers
care about and that is why the brand continues
to build from strength to strength.”

Fancy a road trip?
The folks at MINI are looking for 10 lucky drivers to
participate in the first ever MINI Round Ireland Relay,
and drive pre-decided routes across the country.
Best of all, a winning pair of friends will be having
another MINI adventure on the ultimate USA road trip
along the Pacific Coast Highway, California – in a MINI,
naturally!
There are 10 routes in total, in a loop and criss-cross
plan:

Dublin - Sligo		
Galway – Killarney
Waterford - Cork
Dublin – Enniscorthy
Cahir - Limerick

Sligo - Galway
Cork – Killarney
Enniscorthy - Waterford
Athlone – Cahir
Limerick – Athlone

48 Sheets and Adshel including vinyl wraps are being
used to promote the competition. Panels in proximity
to dealerships and points on the routes have been
posted with location specific copy. Media planning
is by Vizeum and Source out of home with creative
by Cawley Nea\TBWA. See minirelay.ie for more
information.
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Green Giant unveils new Minions campaign
Green Giant and Universal Studios have launched a new Jennifer Jorgensen, Marketing Director at General Mills,
partnership and multi-channel campaign ahead of the highly comments: “Partnering with a movie on this scale is a first
anticipated release of the new Minions film this summer. for Green Giant and it provides a high-profile platform that is
They are offering the chance to win an epic family holiday.
the ideal context to reach our target family audience. There’s
already a huge buzz around its release and being associated
The tie-in is perfect: Green Giant and Minions – sweet, yellow as an official partner is sure to increase awareness and
and loved by everyone. The ooh planned by UM Dublin and demand for Green Giant.”
Source out of home encompasses 6 Sheets in cinemas and a
colourful Luas Tram Domination.

OMA Announces 25th Outdoor Advertising Awards
The Outdoor Media Association Announcing the launch of the awards,
(OMA) has announced that the 25th Terry Buckley president of the OMA and
Outdoor Advertising Awards will take MD of Clear Channel Ireland said that
place on Thursday 8th October in the "these awards celebrate outstanding
outdoor advertising campaigns over
Shelbourne Hotel, Dublin.
the past two years. Our medium
The 25th Outdoor Advertising Awards is evolving and embracing new
will recognise and reward the best technologies and more than ever
outdoor
advertising
campaigns shows its enduring ability to amuse,
displayed in Ireland and Northern entertain and inform. We're delighted
Ireland over the past 2 years. The to welcome back Anton Savage as MC
relationship between media planning for this year's ceremony."
and creativity is crucial for successful
The judges for the awards are Alan
Outdoor advertising.
Cox, Core Media; Rachael Littlewood,
In recognition of the relationship MediaCom, Dave Harland, Omnicom
between media planning and Media Group; Miriam Hughes,
creativity, the OMA has extended the DDFH&B; Roma O'Connor, McDonald's;
awards to include creative disciplines Joanne McKendry, AV Browne; Adam
including copywriting, art direction Crane, Cawley Nea TBWA and Terry
and branding.
Buckley, Clear Channel.
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Ulster Bank takes to the Street to promote it’s Mortgages

Ulster Bank has launched a heavyweight campaign as it attempts to grow its share of the
highly competitive mortgage market.
Created by Ogilvy with MediaVest and PML handling the
media buying, the latest mortgage campaign is aimed at
both new and existing customers. All activity is centred on
the theme of "a mortgage you can live with".
The ooh element encompasses Adshel including Vinyl Wraps
along with billboards showing family scenes - 48 Sheets,
96 Sheets and Golden Squares. TGI research indicates that
those planning to buy a house or apartment in the next year
are heavily exposed to large posters on boards at the side
of the road/ buildings with 56.7 seeing them nationally in
the past week (Index 118 versus all adults) with Bus Stop/
Shelter Advertising recalled by 47.5% (Index 119).

Ulster Bank's director of customer experience and
products, Maeve McMahon said: "Ulster Bank is committed
to providing a mortgage that customers both new and
existing can live with. Our customers have told us they
want a mortgage that fits into their lives, we've listened,
and responded by offering great rates and options across a
range of channels in order to reach the wide base of homebuyers. We have long-focused on choice and being where
customers want us to be and are committed to becoming
number one for customer service, trust and advocacy. Our
aim is to provide competitive rates and options for our
customers, so that they can continue to enjoy a quality of life,
even after realising their ambition to own a home."

The sun is setting. The bees are dancing.
Irelands top selling Chilean wine producer, Santa Rita,
sponsored a show garden at ‘Bloom-in-the-Park’
Ireland’s largest gardening, food and family event, in
Dublin from 28th May to 1st June.
As part of the integrated promotional campaign, ‘The
wine is Santa Rita, the moment is yours’ Initiative Media
and PML ran Bus T-Sides in the capital encouraging
visitors to Bloom in the Park who were then able to enjoy
the beautiful garden designed by Irish garden designer
Ingrid Swan. She won a Silver Gilt medal for her design.
Terry Pennington, Commercial Director, Santa Rita
Estates Europe said he was excited to be involved in
the 2015 edition of Bloom. "As the leading Chilean wine
producer in Ireland, Santa Rita was delighted to be
involved with Ireland’s number one gardening, food and
family event: Bord Bia’s Bloom-in-the-Park 2015".
The idea behind the garden was to create an extension
to a family living area, an area that would appeal to
the senses as well as providing a setting for family
gatherings, social meetings and somewhere to enjoy a
glass of wine.
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ooh I Like: Samsung Galaxy S6
Rachel Cunningham, Category Manager, Fashions & Accessories, Brown Thomas

What is your view of this campaign?
I really love this campaign, whether a recruitment or awareness
driver, as an Apple user it definitely got my attention. Samsung
has used outdoor media as the perfect vehicle to position the
product as the hero, it’s simple and clear but also aspirational
and luxurious, (which are very close to my heart). The
innovative use of technology to bring the product benefits to
life in an experiential-format bus shelter was very clever and
as someone who often runs out of battery it really resonated
with me.

What do you think of the creative?
The creative is very clear, design-led and eye catching. The
Samsung brand is obvious and the messaging is easy to
read on-the-go which is very important. The product is the
centrepiece and the font works well with the sleek lines of the
phone, while the call to action for engagement on Facebook
is quite clear, proving colour and clever positioning can work
effectively.

In your view, why does the campaign work?
Samsung proves the point that outdoor is about clarity of
message and eye catching design. It draws the target customer
in by focussing the campaign around the product, its design
and features. The campaign also showcases the innovative
possibilities of outdoor advertising and proves that the keep it
simple approach works best with this medium.

Creative: Cheil // Media: Starcom
Charge Pad: Delite // Media owner: Clear Channel
Specialist: Source out of home

Smirnoff- Live Paint
Smirnoff wanted to create a high impact,
creative ooh piece. Source out of home
worked with Carat, 72andSunny and
HeadCase to create and execute this 'Joe
Hipster or Regular Mister' interpretation
to drive Smirnoff's newest marketing
campaign.
A backing poster was put up on the
existing Golden Square site located
on Dublin's Wexford Street, and then
over the course of several hours one of
HeadCase's leading street artists spray
painted on the tagline and bottle shot.
Click here to see the video
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Real time experiential fed by data
By Michael Brown, MD of psLIVE

Like a well-fed toddler constantly
in need of ever bigger shoes,
the footprint of digital out of
home (dooh) grows ever larger,
says Michael Brown, managing
director of agency psLIVE.
The proliferation of interactive panels is heading towards
20%of all UK poster sites. Correspondingly, more and more
outdoor spend is channeled into the hungrier and hungrier
mouth of the child of our times that is digital.
Posterscope state that this is 28% of all out of home revenues.
This is an absolutely massive spoonful, especially when you
consider the Advertising Association and Warc’s Adspend
Forecast predicted that over £1 billion would be invested in
out of home advertising during 2015. Open wide!
At this juncture you might be thinking that this has zilch all to
do with your life as a purveyor of quality experiential services.
In which case, I am politely requesting you think again for here
beckons a table you may want a seat at. To build on a theme I
explored in my previous blog piece Experiential Architecture;
that of new opportunity, we practitioners are best placed to
help nurture the dooh infant into a fully-formed and welladjusted adult!

Recently a feature I read on interactive outdoor highlighted
the Pepsi Max augmented reality bus shelter as a good
example of the form. Unarguably, the idea is envy arousing,
and it’s certainly famous around our meeting room table as
the thing clients most want a variation of to adorn their own
campaigns, yet it was a one-off tactical execution; as opposed
to being the fulcrum of a genuine wide-scale media plan.
Most of the other examples cited in the piece are similarly
tactical by design.
There are real world examples where the medium is pushed
further: In the bottom right corner of the below photo, (from
way back in 2012) people are queuing up to see content they
had moments earlier created with a Canon Ixus after first
picking up the camera from a pop-up showroom and taking
it on a ‘test drive’.

At some point in the glorious future, all outdoor will be digital.
A jury of media’s finest will take a long time to return a
verdict on precisely when that will be but, while the experts
are deliberating, we have enough coverage presently to get
cracking.
All digital is inherently interactive – there is no point in
it otherwise! Folk are definitely more inclined to engage
with interactive advertising whether through their mobile
devices or through touch screen. This means there is a very
fuzzy distinction, or rather no distinction at all, between the
creative on the digital panels, and the live space in front of This in itself is a revolution. Up until that point, people did
those panels. Is it bought media or is it experiential or both? not queue to see creative on a poster panel – even if they
A savvy operator may want to lay claim to a chunk of this had really uneventful social lives! Fast forward to 2015 and
space before it’s too late and in so doing start a gold rush. the people you see ‘joining the crew’ in the Captain Morgan
Indeed, some prospectors have already staked a claim. Are advert on the Piccadilly One site in Piccadilly Circus are, right
at that moment, taking part in a bar promotion in Yates’s just
they using it to its fullest potential though?
around the corner in Leicester Square!.
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Real time experiential fed by data
By Michael Brown, MD of psLIVE

messages were triggered to prompt relevant use of the
application.
Dan Douglas, the founder of Liveposter, the company who
developed the technology that enabled British Gas, among
others, to use live data and content to effect campaign
messaging explains the potential his platform may provide
for experiential activity…
"The opportunity is to bring together the power of experiential
to engage and involve consumers in brand advertising with
the scale and speed of dooh media to amplify it in real time to
a broadcast audience. Real time data adds an extra dimension
to both the targeting and display content ensuring the most
relevant content is shown at any moment."
Both instances are giving people their few minutes in the
spotlight in spectacular style, therefore building on the fame
social media users seek each time they share content, and
both are broadcasting content to outdoor media bought in
day-parts as part of a wider geo-targeted media plan that is
scaled nationally.
As interesting as these examples are, and I must confess a
partisan bias in that the Canon and Captain Morgan works
were both done by psLIVE, there is so still so much more you
can do creatively in this constantly evolving medium. Once
you factor in real time data streaming you can really catapult
the ante skywards.
Last winter, British Gas used real-time data about travel
from public transport arrival and departure boards to trigger
contextually relevant messaging in airports, bus and rail
stations to travellers and commuters about Hive, a smart
product that allows people to remotely adjust their home
heating with their mobile devices. For example, if the number
50 bus to Croydon showed as due in 20 minutes then OOH

Adam Cherry, Liveposter’s digital director, adds: "We know
from recent research that data driven dynamic campaigns
add value to advertisers in terms of increasing awareness
and message recall. Using data to optimise the creative
around experiential activity will strengthen the live work e.g.
brands associating with sports could pull in live scores or
even tailor the creative based around social sentiment in a
particular location."
Such work threatens to put experiential at the heart of a
media plan, a switch from a tactical to a strategic medium.
This places us practitioners at the centre of the mix, and
potentially changes the old order, in particular the ad agency
role: If this really is the glorious future then could the logical
end point see all content, for any creative campaign, flowing
from, and out of the live experience in real time fed by
data? As I stated earlier, a seat at the table of this particular
opportunity awaits us. Perhaps we may even sit at the head
of it!
This story first appeared in Event Magazine on June 5th 2015

Electrify your campaign
with Tuk Tuks
Tuk Tuks are a new and innovative option
for mobile advertising. These electric mobile
units are new to the Irish market and are very
eye-catching on the streets. Tuk Tuks can
be fully wrapped, allowing your campaign
to really stand out to potential consumers.
iPads for data collection, brochure pockets
and targeted routes are also available,
adding extra impact to your campaign.
For more information please contact Pat
Cassidy on 01 6682900.
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Talk to us today about getting your brand outdoors this Summer

out of home - THE Summer Medium
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Call: +353 1 668 2900 out
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Out and About
Poster Impact Awards

Pictured L-R: Stephanie Broderick - Mediaworks, Ruth Kenneally – McDonald’s,
Noel Martyn – Mediaworks, Colum Harmon – PML Group

Pictured L-R: Sandra Alvarez – PHD, Shane Guest – Cadbury,
Colum Harmon – PML Group

This month we presented McDonald’s and Cadbury with their Poster Impact Awards. Cadbury won Top Recalled Retail format
and McDonald’s won Top Recalled Transport, as well as the 2015 Grand Prix. Congratulations again!

Pride of Ireland

Pictured L-R: Orlagh Keane, Louise Enright, Fiona Kelly,
Ciara Brennan - Source out of home

PML Group were delighted to attend this year’s Pride of
Ireland awards on Tuesday 19th May. In association with the
Irish Daily Mirror, Lidl and UTV Ireland, Amanda Byram hosted
the awards for a second year running. A great night was had
honouring Ireland’s unsung heroes!

Taste of Dublin

Grainne McNamara, Ciara Brennan and Aoife Dempsey
meeting Brent Pope

Another year, another Taste of Dublin! Thanks to our friends
in Clear Channel who brought us to the Iveagh Gardens for
Taste of Dublin’s tenth year. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed all
the delicious food available; The Port House, Rock Lobster
and Jaipur to name a few. Another highlight for some of the
PML Group ladies was meeting Brent Pope!

Pictured L-R: James Byrne and
Scott Molloy - PML Group
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Planet ooh OBIE Awards special
The OBIE Awards are one of the oldest and most prestigious honours for creative excellence in advertising. The
OBIE name is derived from the ancient Egyptian obelisk, a tall stone structure that was used to publicise laws and
treaties thousands of years ago. Many historians consider the obelisk as the first true form of advertising. The Outdoor
Advertising Association of America (OAAA) presented 38 OBIE Awards, including top honours for Best Billboard, Best
Street Furniture/Transit/Alternative, and Best Multi-Format campaigns. The winners of the 73rd annual OBIE Awards
were honoured at a celebration during the 2015 OAAA\TAB National Convention + Expo in San Diego on May 12th.

Advertiser: Basilica Block Party
Agency: Martin Williams

Advertiser: Colorado Department of Human Service
Agency: Cactus
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Planet ooh OBIE Awards special

Advertiser: McDonald's
Agency: Leo Burnett Chicago

Advertiser: HISTORY
Agency: 30sixty Advertising & Atomic Props

Advertiser: Comedy Central
Agency: Comedy Central Brand

Advertiser: TNT
Agency: Mono
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FEDCOM Credit Union
New outdoor advertising for FEDCOM
Credit Union points homebuyers in the right
direction as they look for their new home.
Agency: Extra Credit Projects

Nike: Chin Ups
To make a billboard come to life, Nike
installed a robotic mannequin in the
apartment next door to the billboard. She
went up and down for a month, doing over
a million reps.
Agency: lg2, Toronto

The Breathing
Billboard
If you have a blocked up nose, or
sinus congestion, take a deep breath
with Vicks Inhaler. A billboard
that moves as if it was breathing
designed by Publicis Brasil.
Agency: Publicis Brasil
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April 2015 // Cycle 8 - 9
Top Recalled Campaigns

Top Rated Designs

67%

1st

McDonald’s Eurosaver
Format: 6 Sheet //
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA //
Media: Mediaworks //
ooh Specialist: Source out
of home //

BMW i //
Format: 96 Sheet //
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA // Media: Vizeum //
ooh Specialist: Source out of home //

2nd

58%
Three - Samsung S6
Format: Metropole //
Creative: Boys and Girls //
Media: MediaVest //
ooh Specialist: PML //

Bulmers Original //
Format: 48 Sheet //
Creative: Publicis / PROjekt // Media: Vizeum //
ooh Specialist: PML //

Top Call to Action

Samsung Galaxy S6 - 6 Sheet //
Format: 6 Sheet //
Media: Starcom //
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Ease of Understanding

Cadbury Oat Crunch //
Format: 6 Sheet //
Media: PHD //
ooh Specialist: PML

3rd

Lidl //
Format: Adshel //
Media: Mediaworks //
ooh Specialist: Source out of home //
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May 2015 // Cycle 10 - 11

Top Campaigns
It was a busy month for the Telecoms sector, and broadband
in particular, on out of home. It was the top spending category
on ooh, with spend up 110% compared to May 2014. This was
due to advertisers such as Vodafone, upc and Sky running
extensive outdoor campaigns and all of these feature in the
top 10 advertisers for May, with Vodafone and upc taking
second and third place respectively. upc was also the top
advertiser on 6 Sheets last month.
Diageo was the top spending advertiser for May, maintaining
its number one place from April. Diageo ran a variety of
campaigns, with Carlsberg running a Premier League-themed
promotion, as well as campaigns for Smirnoff, Kronenbourg
and Smithwick’s. Heineken also featured among the top
€k

€100k

advertisers, at fourth on the list. This was largely due to the
extensive campaign Heineken ran to promote the launch of
its new cider, Orchard Thieves. Not surprisingly, the variety of
alcohol campaigns that ran in cycles 10 and 11 placed Beers
and Ciders as the second highest category to spend on out
of home in May, and Diageo and Heineken were the top two
advertisers on large formats.
McDonald’s was the fifth highest spender on out of home for
cycles 10 and 11, running campaigns for its Eurosaver menu
and core products. Mondeléz also features in last month’s
top 10 advertisers, having launched its new chocolate bar,
Cadbury Dairy Milk Puddles, in cycle 11.

€200k

€300k

€400k

€500k

€600k

€700k

UPC Broadband
Vodafone 4G
Vhi Healthcare
McDonald's
Cadbury Dairy Milk - Puddles
AIB - Mortgages
Heineken
DoneDeal.ie
Jameson
Visa Card
Orchard Thieves Cider
Sky Fibre
Mad Max: Fury Road - Warner Bros
Carlsberg
Mazda 2
Small Format

Creative: Irish International // Media: Carat
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

Large FormatLarge
Small

Transport
Transport Digital

Digital Ambient/Niche
Ambient

Media: PHD
ooh Specialist: PML
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May 2015 // Cycle 10 - 11

Top Categories
% Change on 2014
110%

€k

€1,000k

€1,500k

€2,000k

Telecoms

50%

Beers & Ciders

16%

Retail Outlets

-23%

Finance

-35%

Confectionery & Snacking

108%

QSRs

1%

€500k

Tourism & Travel

-36%

Films

-39%

Media

29%

Health & Hygiene

26%

Soft Drinks

-38%

Food

123%

Motor Trade
Small

Small Format

Large

Large Format

Transport

Transport

Digital

Digital

Ambient

Ambient/Niche

Creative: Cawley Nea \ TBWA // Media: Mediaworks
ooh Specialist: Source out of home

The figures contained in this report are based on published Media Owner rate cards and refer to display values
only. The figures are drawn from PML Group’s exclusive Posterwatch service, which monitors 100% of roadside
and transport panels (interior and exterior) every two weeks; a total of over 20,000 panels. The figures also
include Ambient & Digital media. For further details on 15 years of Posterwatch data please contact either:
Colum colum@pmlgroup.ie or James james@pmlgroup.ie
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Event Guide
June
29th – 12th Wimbledon Tennis Tournament
July

July
4th

Ring of Kerry Charity Cycle

4th

Christy Moore. Live at the Marquee, Cork

10th -12th

Irish Rowing Championships. NRC, Cork

10th –
26th

Laya City Spectacular. Merrion Square,
Dublin/Fitzgerald Park, Cork

12th –
18th

West Cork Literary Festival. Bantry, Co. Cork

13th –
26th

Galway International Arts Festival

17th 19th

Longitude. Marley Park

24th 25th

Ed Sheeran. Croke Park

27th – Aug Galway Races – Summer Festival
2nd
31st – Aug Castlepalooza
2nd
31st – Aug Spraoi Festival. Waterford
2nd

Competition
From the producer (Adam
Spiegel) of sell-out successes
Midnight Tango and Dance ’Til
Dawn and acclaimed Top Hat
director Matthew White, The
Producers features a riotous
mix of eccentric characters
and show stopping songs
that will have you toetapping your way through the brilliant world of Broadway.
Featuring the all-time classic ‘Springtime For Hitler’, The
Producers may be the funniest Broadway musical of all
time and this brand new production is destined to delight
Irish audiences with its breathless combination of song,
dance and laughter.
Impoverished by a string of flops, New York producer Max
Bialystock recruits timid accountant Leo Bloom to help
him pull off Broadway's greatest scam. Together they aim
to produce the worst show ever and run away to Rio with
millions, but they learn that showbusiness can always find
a way to kick you in the teeth.
Based on Mel Brooks’ beloved Academy Award winning
movie, The Producers is a hilarious musical comedy that
has taken Broadway and the West End by storm, winning a
record-breaking 12 Tony Awards and 3 Olivier Awards.

Vodafone Comedy Festival 2015

For your chance to win a pair of ticket to the final
performance on Saturday 11th July just tell us.

3rd

August Bank Holiday

5th – 9th

RDS Dublin Horse Show

What comedian starred in the original film?
a) Gene Hackman
b) Gene Wilder
c) Gene Kelly

TBC

August
7th – 16th Kilkenny Arts Festival
10th –
12th

Puck Fair. Killorglin, Kerry

13th -16th Tramore Races. Waterford
14th - 18th Rose of Tralee.

Send your answers to: competitions@pmlgroup.ie.
Closing date for entries is Tuesday 30th June.

Last Month’s Winner
Congratulations to Shauna McClafferty, ZenithOptimedia who
won a weekend pass to Bulmers Forbidden Fruit.

Back Catalogue:

NI Engage

Click here to view previous issues!

To get monthly updates
on latest ooh campaigns
and new offerings in the
Northern Ireland market
click here to subscribe to
NI Engage.
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